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Abstract

The paper represents an experimental study of the burr formation mechanism in feed direction. The influence of tool angles and workpiece

angles, as well as and other cutting conditions on burr dimensions is considered. The work contains experimental graphs of burr cross-

sections obtained using a laser measurement system at various stages of burr formation. The analysis of the experimental work shows that,

depending on the cutting conditions, a few mechanisms of burr formation can be discerned: sideward burr formation, bending of the uncut

part of allowance, and the shearing of residuary material at the final stage. This study could be useful in the search for optimal tool geometry

for burr minimization and for the modeling of a burr formation mechanism.
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1. Introduction

The presence of burrs on the edges of parts is the cause of

various problems in manufacturing. Consequently, the

deburring processes are included in manufacturing. The

additional deburring operations increase the production cost

and these additional expenses may contribute up to 30% of

the total product price [1]. Furthermore, deburring normally

requires a significant amount of time. This, coupled with the

deburring cost, increases as the amount of burrs rises.

Presently, about 100 deburring methods have been

developed [2]. The selection of an appropriate deburring

method depends on the dimensions and the location of the

burr. Thus burr sizes must be controlled for the optimal

choice of a deburring process or cutting parameters for burr

minimization. One of the ways to solve this problem is to

accumulate the experimental data about burrs and then to

develop expert system using the compiled database.

The other way is to make analytical models of burr

formation processes. However the latter method requires a

clear understanding of burr formation mechanism which is

based on experimental observations of burr development

processes.

Significant success in this field has been achieved in the

study and modeling of burr formation in orthogonal and

oblique cutting [3–7]. However, the burrs formed in feed

direction normally have the largest dimensions and there-

fore cause bigger problems in deburring. There are many

research papers devoted to the study of burr formation in

feed direction [8–12]. However the existing studies are

mostly concentrated on final burr geometry whereas the

direct observations of burr formation process have not been

investigated. The application of cinematic techniques [8]

and acoustic emission technique [9] did not provide any data

about variation of burr cross-section during burr formation.

The so-called ‘destructive method’, applied to the obser-

vations of burr formation in drilling [12], cannot be used for

small sensitive burrs since it can damage the burr, resulting

in incorrect burr form. The burr measurement system [13]

used in this study is based on the scanning of the workpiece

edge by a laser. This method provides data with satisfactory
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reliability without any destruction of work material, and the

combination of two graphs obtained from scanning the two

surfaces which form the workpiece edge gives the real view

of burr form in cross-section.

In spite of significant success in studying burr formation

in feed direction, the mechanism of that process remains

unclear. It particularly concerns the determination of the

nature of forces predominant in the process. Two kinds of

forces can cause burr formation: those acting on the tool

rake face and those acting on the clearance face.

Determining the prevalent forces is an important aspect

since it would provide the basis for burr modeling and

would help to control burr formation processes. The

influence of tool lead angle has also been studied

insufficiently despite the significant influence of that

parameter on burr dimensions. The same can be said of

the combined influence of workpiece and lead angles.

This paper is devoted to the study of the burr formation

process in turning. Turning is a comparatively simple

machining operation. However, if we understand the burr

formation mechanism in the simple case and can model it,

then we can describe burr formation mechanism by applying

reasonable assumptions to more complicated cases such as

face milling and drilling.

The paper considers the case of burr formation when

tool is unworn. Short-time cutting of aluminum alloy

Al6061-T6 by tungsten carbide tool does not produce any

significant tool wear. Thus the experiments can be

regarding as a cutting using a perfectly sharp tool.

Besides, aluminum alloy Al6061-T6 is one of the

widespread work materials which plastic properties are

sufficient to allow complete burr formation in feed

direction without brittle failure of a burr. These points

determined the choice of tool and work materials for the

given experimental work.

2. Experimental setup and procedure

The experiments on burr formation were carried out on a

CNC turning machine tool. The experimental setup, tool and

burr geometry are shown in Fig. 1. The length L of the

workpiece was controlled for every experiment in order to

prevent significant vibrations which in turn causes specific

noise, worsens surface roughness and changes burr

dimensions.

K10 grade of tungsten carbide–cobalt alloy was chosen

as a cutting tool material. Al6061-T6 belongs to the group of

silicon aluminum alloys. According to the classification

[14], K10 grade is recommended for turning, milling,

drilling and boring of silicon aluminum alloys, and thus it is

suitable for the given experiments.

Table 1 presents tool geometry used in the experiments,

and Table 2 lists the cutting conditions. The cutting

conditions were selected in order to exclude built-up-edge

formation in experiments.

Burr height h and burr thickness b were measured after

every experiment using the laser measurement system [13]

as shown in Fig. 2, and average values of burr dimensions

were calculated. Burr dimensions b and h are shown in

Fig. 1. Special experiments were executed to allow

observation of the burr formation process. The essence of

the method is as follows. The machining was stopped at

various distances from the exit surface, starting from the

point when the tool major edge reaches the workpiece edge.

The burr formed at each stage was scanned using the laser

measurement system along the two surfaces, which form the

workpiece edge. The two graphs obtained from the scanning

of those surfaces were combined to get a cross-section of

the burr. This process was done for each step until the burr

was fully formed. Using the described method, the

development of burr was observed for all lead angles listed

in Table 1. The cutting conditions used in these experiments

are listed in Table 3.

3. Experimental results and discussions

3.1. Influence of lead angle

Fig. 3 shows the influence of the lead angle f on the burr

dimensions for the cutting conditions listed in Table 3. The

stages of burr development for those conditions are presented

in Figs. 4–6. The experimental data show that burr formation

mechanism depends significantly on the lead angle.

For small lead angles, the formation of the burr is most

probably related to the formation of sideward (or Poisson)

burr comprehensively investigated by Nakayama and Arai

[3]. When the major tool cutting edge and machining

surface form an angle of 1808Kf as shown in Fig. 7(a), the

formation of side burr is not possible because of the high

rigidity of material. When the tool major cutting edge

reaches and goes beyond the workpiece edge, this angle

becomes WKf. Fig. 7(b) shows this situation when WZ908

Fig. 1. Experimental setup, tool geometry and final burr dimensions.
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